SQ3R-Conquering Assigned Readings
Survey-Question-Read-Recite-Review

1. SURVEY-Pinkie finger since it is the shortest and surveying is the shortest step.
   What is it: Look at headings, preview the chapter, read the beginning and end.

2. QUESTION-Ring finger since if you question if someone is married, you look at their ring finger.
   What is it: Break the reading into chunks and make a question for each chunk/section. Often times you can change the heading into a question.

3. READ-The middle finger since it is the longest and reading takes the longest.
   What is it: Read a section.

4. RECITE-The pointer finger points out the main points or answer to your starting question.
   What is it: Recite aloud the answer to your question. Write it down in Cornell Notes. Repeat the QRR steps for each question.

5. REVIEW-The thumb is the most useful finger just like reviewing notes is most useful for tests.
   What is it: Review the reading. If you took Cornell notes, summarize your reading.